#CreativeConnections
Islands in the Sky is a computer game where the challenge is to move around the maze of
islands/rooms and find and collect all of the crystals. Once the crystals have been collected
the player can exit the maze and the game finishes.
We would like your help to design the rooms in the maze. You can do this either by using
our printed templates or by creating your design digitally in for example MS Paint or
Sketchbook.
What can you include in the rooms?
Your room can include anything you like, use your imagination.
•
•
•
•

Maybe it's the ultimate clubhouse, a place where you could relax with friends
Maybe you love to cook and are designing your ultimate kitchen
You could use your room to tell a story, google 'environmental storytelling in games'
for ideas how to do that
You could experiment with a themed room, maybe a sci fi spaceship or a spooky
haunted castle

Here are a couple of ideas:

How should I create my room design?
First of all you need to print off the template you have chosen to use.
•

Template A has heavy black lines to help with colouring in but please note the lines
will show through paint or felt tip

•

Template B has fine grey lines which will give you more flexibility in your design and
there won’t be thick black lines showing

•

You can use whatever materials you have to hand, pens, paint, felt tip, collage are all
fine

If you don't have access to a printer you could open template C in a paint program of your
choice such as MS Paint, Autodesk and Sketchbook and create your design that way
Things to remember when creating your design
•
•

The idea is that you are looking down on the room from above
Don’t forget to leave space for the player to walk around the room and to be able to
get to the doors

What do I need to do when I have created my room design?
•
•
•
•

Ideally we would like you to scan your room design and email it to
m.cockcroft@severnarts.org.uk
If you have a smartphone but no scanner apps like CamScanner for android can be
used
Alternatively, you can photograph your design and email it to us. If you choose this
option please make sure the image is well lit and artwork is in the centre of the picture
If you have created your design digitally (mspaint/sketchbook) then just email the
file!

Please email all completed designs by no later than 15 May 2020 to
m.cockcroft@severnarts.org.uk and include islandsinthesky in your subject line. Please also
tell us who has created the design and their age(s) and confirm if you are happy for us to
include this information on our website. Where possible all of the designs will be used but
this does depend on the number we receive.
Thank you!

